
                                   

Job Description  
      

Post  
Democratic and Electoral 
Services Support Officer 

Department 
Democratic and Electoral 
Services 

Salary Grade Scale 5 Salary Range 
£24,491- £26,771 per 
annum (pro rata) + evening 
meetings allowance 

Hours 29 hours per week Location Pippbrook, Dorking 

Reports to  Principal Democratic Services Officer 

Post Objective 

The post holder will provide full administrative support to the Chairman of the Council. 
The post holder will also support the work of the Democratic & Electoral Services Team. This 
includes: 
  
- Supporting elected Members;  
- Supporting the organisation and administration of elections and electoral registration;  
- Supporting the post, print and courier services; and  
-  Supporting the Council’s Emergency Planning function. 

 

Main Duties 
 
Support to the Chairman of the Council 
 
1. To maintain the Civic diary and all paperwork related to the Chairman’s engagements and 

manage the Chairman’s correspondence.  
 
2. To take a leading role in the organisation and delivery of events such as the Civic Reception, 

Civic Day and Chairman’s Council events.   
 

3. To design, implement and maintain administrative systems required to effectively manage the 
workload of the Chairman of the Council, including the preparation and presentation of 
information as required. 

 
4. To work closely with the Events Officer to ensure Civic events are delivered to a high standard, 

including acting as a host to provide a warm and professional welcome to visitors. 
 
Democratic Services 
 
5.  Working under the guidance, where necessary, of the Principal Democratic Services Officer, to 

provide administrative support for internal and external meetings, including meeting 
coordination, agenda planning and preparation and taking and production of meeting minutes. 

 
6. To assist the Principal Democratic Services Officer in terms of the support provided to elected 

Members. 
 
Elections and Electoral Registration 
 
7. To support the Electoral Services Manager in 
 

(a) Preparing for and organising all Parliamentary, European and Local Government Elections 
(a minimum of six elections in every five years) and referenda;  

(b) Processing applications to register, including postal/proxy vote applications; preparing 
paperwork for Polling Day; and 

(c)  Processing electoral registration applications received in connection with the annual 
production of the Register of Electors and rolling registration. 
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General Administrative Support 
 
8. To provide other support as needed such as:- 

 

 Providing assistance in relation to the Council’s room booking service and production of 
the monthly diary of meetings. 

 Providing cover for the Council’s print, post and courier functions as required. 

 Providing administrative support to the Council’s Emergency Planning and Resilience 
Officer. 
 

 
General  
 
9. To be aware of the Council’s policy on Risk Management and to escalate any new, emerging 

or potential risks to the post holder’s line manager. 
 
10. Carry out such duties as may be required by your manager as appropriate to the post 
 
11. To ensure that all necessary data is provided in an accurate, reliable and timely manner, and 

is fit for purpose in accordance with the Council’s Data Quality Policy. 
 
12. Health and Safety – to work in accordance with the Council’s commitment to provide a healthy 

and safe working environment including the promotion and implementation of health and 
safety policies and procedures 
 

 
 

 
This post is politically restricted by virtue of the duties related criteria detailed 
in the Local Government and Housing Act 1989:- giving advice on a regular 
basis to the authority itself, to the executive of the authority; to any committee 
or sub-committee of that executive or to any joint committee on which the 
authority is represented 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Person Specification 
 

 
 Essential 

 
 
 
 

Experience and Knowledge 
 

 
 
 

Demonstrable experience of successfully undertaking a range 
of administrative and support duties.  
  
Experience of producing high quality business letters, emails 
and other documents.  
  
Experience of creating and maintaining effective processes and 
systems to manage personal workloads including 
correspondence and meeting paperwork.  
  
Experience of successfully dealing with customer enquiries and 
able to resolve contentious issues in a timely manner with a 
focus on good customer service.  
 
Experience of having worked within Democratic or Electoral 
Services 
  
Experience of organising events.   
 

 
Education and 
Qualifications 

 

Educated to A level standard or above. 
Commitment to continuous professional development 

 
 
 
 
 

Skills 
 
 

 
 

Developed and effective written and oral communication skills 
suitable for professional correspondence by email, letter and 
telephone.   
  
Literacy skills to fulfil duties eg accurate production of minutes 
and written responses to non standard queries.  
  
Highly developed interpersonal skills in order to work 
confidently and effectively with a range of staff, senior officers, 
elected Members and partners to enhance the reputation of the 
Council.  
  
Demonstrable ability to produce accurate and clear minutes and 
identify linkages between topics, meetings and stakeholders.    
  
Skilled in the use of Microsoft office software; in particular 
Outlook Calendars, Word and Excel.   
 
Excellent time management and organisational skills showing 
ability to meet deadlines and prioritise work.   
 
Ability to manage complex relationships with members and 
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understanding political sensitivities 
 
Ability to balance long term and responsive needs.   
 
Pleasant and helpful manner when dealing with colleagues and 
stakeholders.   
  
Methodical and accurate 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Special Aptitudes 
 
 
 

 

A genuine interest in the work of the public sector, and a 
personal commitment to providing a high standard of customer 
care.   
 
Ability to manage expectations whilst maintaining the reputation 
of the Council.  
  
Team worker, able and willing to support a varied and busy 
team as well as the ability to work on own initiative, prioritise 
own workload and work to deadlines.   
 
An ability to foster positive long-term relationships with 
colleagues or partners.   
 
Proven commitment to maintaining confidentiality.  
 
Awareness of political sensitivities in a local government 
authority and ability to handle these relationships appropriately.   
 
Ability to demonstrate commitment to equality and diversity in 
both delivery of services and in relationships with colleagues. 
Can work independently of detailed supervision.  
 
Flexible approach to changing work characteristics. 

 
 
 

Job Requirements 
 
 

 

 

Available to work extra hours outside the normal working day 
e.g. to attend Chairman’s events, a election time, supporting 
meetings. 
 
A full driving licence to enable the collection and delivery of 
items to/from the Council’s various establishments, including 
Councillors’ homes. 
 

 

 

 

Employee Signature   
 

Date   

Manager’s Signature   
 

Date   

Job Description Template updated Jan 2018  

 


